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when he la*d ^own ^e Chancellorship of the Exchequer in order to
become Prime Minister, Asquith left tranquillity in the office he was
quitting. The rich had grumbled, as usual, at the burden of taxa-
tion, but on the assumption that large sums of money had to be
raised, his two Budgets, and the third, prepared by himself, which he
introduced after he had become Prime Minister, carried general
consent. He had made the largest reduction ever made in the
same space of time in the National Debt; he had abolished the
coal duties, lowered the tea duties, reduced the sugar tax; estab-
lished the principle that earned income should be taxed at a lower
rate than yearned income, and inaugurated the system of old age
pensions upon which he had most set his heart. All this, though
adding somewhat to the demands upon the rich and well-to-do, was
strictly in line with Treasury tradition and orthodox finance.
But from this point onwards two things worked together to
compel the Government to look for new sources of revenue. One
was the increasing demand for social services, especially the schemes
for sickness and Unemployment insurance which were now in
preparation; the other the growing menace of the German naval
competition, which required large increases in our naval estimates.
In April 1908 the German Government introduced a new Navy
Law, which in effect increased the annual German programme to
four qapital ships a year, and made it highly probable that, unless
British ship-building was largely increased, Germany might be
actually superior to us in capital ships by the year 1914. la these
the Government had either to give up their social
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